
MENTORING: Mutual Inspiration to
Explore Professional Practice

Nancy McFarlane

This personal narrative describes a mentoring relationship between an experienced clinician and
a beginning professional. The evolving relationship highlights the role and benefits of mentoring
as an experience that regenerates the mentor and the protege, as well as the therapeutic recreation
profession.
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Just before the phone rings, I am in the
middle of prioritizing my day's workload:

f* assess referred patients, write up as-
sessments, chart assessments;

!•<* prepare for group;
u* summarize program evaluation infor-

mation from the previous week for a
report to the Program Director;

v* meet with a student interested in doing
an internship; and

u* purchase craft supplies to replenish the
inventory.

I am on a roll with no thought of an interrup-
tion when the phone rings. On the other end of
the line is a beginning professional who says
she is a CTRS who needs help (S. Spencer,
personal communication, December 15,
1999). She has some questions, "Can you help
me?" Her questions are basic:

• "How can I keep treatment activity
groups therapeutic when unit staff wants
to have all patients involved—assessed
or not?"
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• "How can I keep activity groups safe for
patient participation with an appropriate
staff to patient ratio?"

• "I am being asked to do more than is
humanly possible, how can I engender
staffing support from a supervisor?"

• "How can I create discipline-specific jus-
tification for a treatment program?"

Her questions stop me short. They are ex-
cellent questions. Questions I have struggled
with at different times in my career. She has
been given my name by my supervisor who
suggested me for the commonalities we share
in our clinical setting of recovery from addic-
tion.

My first reaction on hearing her concerns is
compassion. Her concerns aren't mine these
days, but in the not-too-distant past they were
very relevant. I think back to my beginning in
the field. I've been in Recreation Therapy for
years and in my current job for about 10 years.
My work is well respected at this facility. I feel
competent in my clinical skills and knowl-
edgeable in my professional judgment. Listen-
ing to this new CTRS and her frustration of not
knowing where to begin causes me to stop and
analyze how I've come to where I am. It's not
that I have all the answers now, but I do have
different questions.

I answer her questions as best I can. "How
can you keep treatment activity groups thera-
peutic when unit staff wants to have all pa-
tients involved—assessed or not?" First, I re-
mind her why the agency hired a CTRS rather
than any other discipline. We are hired to
restore and rehabilitate participants' function-
ing and independence. Our job is to develop
participants' use of leisure to enhance their
health and well-being. We are hired to provide
treatment services that improve functioning in
socialization, communication skills, and cop-
ing with stressors. We provide interventions
that increase self-awareness, decision-making
skills, and improve the ability to structure
time. Next, I ask about her program descrip-
tion for her treatment group, for example:

• What are the goals and objectives of the
treatment group?

• Is the group psycho-educational or activ-
ity-based?

• What is the referral process to the group?

• What is the screening or assessment pro-
cess?

• What are the criteria for patient involve-
ment in the group?

• What is the group size?

In my experience, when the treatment group is
defined, it stays therapeutic. And that's what I
tell her.

My responses are not planned out. They are
immediate and I take them for granted. They
are a composite of my experience, continued
training and clinical judgment. They seem sec-
ond nature to me now. Maybe I have some-
thing to offer this new CTRS.

We decide to communicate weekly through
e-mail. I mail her a packet of materials includ-
ing my agency's leisure screening tool, a lei-
sure assessment, and two samples of program
descriptions for an activity group and a psy-
cho-educational group. This reassures her. She
responds:

Thanks for all your help. There are only
a couple of CTRSs in town and we all
graduated fairly recently. We can't of-
fer each other as much support as a
larger network can provide. Our re-
sources are extremely limited in this
rural community of 30,000. I've wanted
to talk to someone who has been doing
this for a while. (S. Spencer, personal
communication, January 12, 2000)

She describes feeling professionally iso-
lated. Having worked in small towns with only
one or two CTRSs in the area, I remember that
feeling. I am glad to offer her support and
hope. I am especially glad to be helpful to
someone new in the field. This conversation
stimulates my thinking about the idea of men-
toring. What are the roles of mentoring and
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being mentored? I recognize how mentoring
can benefit both individuals directly involved
and the profession.

What is the Role of a Mentor?
Can any professional be a mentor? Any

professional might be a mentor who:

• can mediate the newcomer's self-
directed learning (Danielson, 1996),

• has a willingness to share time as a
helpful gift,

• can establish a trusting and confiding
relationship,

• can communicate non-judgmentally, and

• believes in the competence of the new-
comer rather than trying to "fix" him or
her.

Dan Ancone, 1999 ATRA President, advo-
cates mentoring as a formalized professional
initiative (see Ancone, 1999). Ancone defines
a "mentor" as a wise and trustworthy advisor,
whereas a protege (from the French word for
"protected") is the less experienced individual
whom the mentor assists.

Mediating self-directed learning is similar
to clinical supervision techniques where a pro-
tege discovers solutions to individual dilem-
mas during reflective conversations with a
mentor. A mentor guides the protege and fa-
cilitates recognition of issues by "holding the
mirror" and asking evocative questions rather
than giving answers. Person-centered mentors
use this technique along with active listening.
This process is very distinct from an expert
who simply gives advice based on personal
experience.

What are qualities a mentor may exhibit
that I might want to emulate? People who have
served as my own successful mentors are peo-
ple who are readily available to me with sound
advice. They are people who respond to me
with compassion and humor. Through our
conversations I feel re-affirmed in my own
knowledge and ability, and renewed by our
time together. They keep their word. They are

not overly rigid. They are generous and flex-
ible. They understand my spoken and unspo-
ken anxieties. They have a strong sense of
professional understanding and application of
professional standards of practice and ethics.
They routinely read the Annual in Therapeutic
Recreation, the Therapeutic Recreation Jour-
nal, and other health care literature and refer
me to these.

How do I, as a professional, know I'm
ready for the responsibilities of mentoring? I
check my confidence and competence quo-
tient. Readiness to mentor may be a certainty
or a possibility. Levinson (1978) cites bio-
graphical research, which indicates that most
mentors are 8-15 years older than their prote-
ges. Length of time in the field may help
provide knowledge to a new professional,
however, longevity is only one factor in suc-
cessful mentoring. A recent graduate with two
or more years experience in the field can
provide a fresh and current perspective. Of
equal or greater importance is the capacity for
understanding, patience, and a willingness to
devote time and effort to new professionals.

As a mentor, I help the new professional by
offering a perspective gained by my experi-
ence, self-awareness, and compassion. I help
the protege assimilate into practice by:

• answering questions and giving emo-
tional support on workplace issues;

• being available when there is a pressing
professional dilemma;

• talking through ethical decision making
using professional manuals as references;

• acting as a sounding board;

• encouraging attendance at professional
conferences;

• encouraging participation at state and lo-
cal levels in professional organizations;

• encouraging reading and exploration of
professional literature to keep current in
the field;

• referring to appropriate resources for
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credentialing in modalities and certifica-
tions;

• guiding awareness of disability advocacy
and Internet sources;

• introducing other CTRSs, particularly
those who may share similar clinical ser-
vice areas;

• not pretending to know all the answers,
and not keeping up a pretense of being
right all the time; and

• encouraging mentorship of others in
turn.

Why Would a Therapist Want or
Need a Mentor?

Workplace environments in therapeutic
recreation may not allow newcomers to trust
that competence improves over time. The en-
vironment may expect and demand immediate
competence that increases stress and causes
newcomers to hide feelings of anxiety. New
professionals may have increased anxiety in a
healthcare climate that pressures them for out-
comes. Experienced and inexperienced thera-
pists intervene and make many clinical prac-
tice decisions every day before, during, and
after encounters with clients and colleagues.
Mentoring may help new professionals be-
come more aware of their practice decisions. It
may help them formulate more skillful ration-
ales or help them analyze the effects of their
practice decisions for continued growth as a
therapist. Mentoring may help normalize ex-
pectations in clinical practice. It may encour-
age professionals' growth with appropriate
timing and pacing according to the stress and
demand of their unique environments. Rhodes
(1998) wrote, "The more knowledge [a pro-
tege] seeks, the more knowledge [a] mentor
must possess" (p. 429).

What might a new professional expect as a
protege? New professionals might expect
someone to listen to their needs, concerns and
successes. I asked my protege to describe the
qualities she hoped for in a mentor and she
responded:

I want someone to role model for me,
someone to emulate on professional is-
sues. I want a mentor who is honest,
respectful and has integrity while know-
ing how to navigate a bureaucracy. I
want someone who is patient and un-
derstanding. I want someone who ap-
preciates my strengths but recognizes
my weaknesses and helps me work on
them. (S. Spencer, personal communi-
cation, March 27, 2000).

Is Mentoring Regenerative?
Does mentoring benefit the new profes-

sional as the protege, myself as mentor, and
the profession? Does mentoring create a re-
generative cycle of growth? As we mentor, we
are responding to a request for assistance. Our
mentoring is an act of generosity. In being
mentored, we are accepting help from our
peers who go before us. Being a protege is an
act of humility.

How Does Mentoring Benefit the
Protege as Therapist?

Therapists who achieve mastery in thera-
peutic recreation continually seek direction to
enhance their skills and keep their passion
alive for doing therapeutic work. The path to
success lies in continuous learning and men-
toring may be part of that path. Jean Wiart, a
metal worker selected to renovate the Statue of
Liberty wrote:

Another key to mastery is that we con-
stantly learn. I think that's true in every
discipline. We have to walk in the path
of our predecessors for a very long time
before we can fly with our own wings
and be an example for others. (Ames,
1997, p. 229)

Mentoring may help the new professional
develop quality clinical practice by providing
the bridge from university theory to practical
application. Rhodes (1998) clarifies:
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Mentoring could also play an important
role in assisting the individual in tran-
sition by preparing him/her for the pro-
fession through observation of compe-
tent intervention and knowledge sharing
with someone that already possesses the
skills needed to be successful. Clini-
cians that step forward and accept this
challenge will greatly assist the new
graduates in successfully making the
transition from the classroom to the
clinic and from student to recreation
therapist, (p. 422)

Mentoring assures new professionals that
there is at least one understanding and empa-
thetic person to turn to. Through mentoring,
new professionals can be introduced to other
clinicians in a professional community con-
necting proteges to more potentially promising
relationships.

How Does Mentoring Benefit the
Mentor?

Mentoring gets me excited about TR prac-
tice. I feel renewed talking with my protege. I
remember my strengths and what it was like
starting out in the field. When I was a new
professional, I thought I had to know it all. I
had the unrealistic self-imposed expectation to
perform as if I had experience beyond the
reality of my internship, summer employment
and volunteer work. Talking and e-mailing
with my protege, I remember what realistic
expectations are for a recent graduate based on
my memories of beginning. I encourage her
feelings and normalize her experiences. I am a
touchstone to realistic personal expectations.
Jeree Pawl (1995) reaffirms my mentoring
instincts in her article, "On Supervision:"

Supervision [mentoring] well done
equally enlarges and teaches the super-
visor [mentor]. Not only in the ways
just described, but also because the su-
pervisor [mentor] re-experiences her
own professional growth and is very

often markedly re-inspired by the super-
visee's [protege's] enthusiasm for the
work. The supervisee [protege] has the
benefit of the supervisor's [mentor's]
rekindled memories paralleling her ex-
perience. Those memories, freely
shared, are of equally sound and useful
efforts and sometimes equally useless
treks down equally worn paths and with
a mutual understanding of the reasons
for such journeys . . . I have learned that
I can learn something new—quite new,
about an old insight and that there is no
experience with which one is ever done
or has ever used up. (p. 25)

The act of mentoring renews my commit-
ment to the field of therapeutic recreation. As
a result of mentoring, I am more aware of my
skills and competence. I trust my interpreta-
tion of workplace situations. I adapt to clinical
needs and am flexible as circumstances indi-
cate while not compromising patient care. I
realize that I have monitored, evaluated, and
modified my own behavior in clinical practice.

How Does Mentoring Benefit the
Profession?

Mentoring helps the profession at large by
supporting individual growth and the confi-
dence and competence of its members. New
professionals who have been mentored have a
higher incidence of publication, conference
presentations, and productivity in research
than students without mentors (Rhodes, 1998;
Cullen, Rodak, Fitzgerald, & Baker, 1993;
Hillix, Gensheimer, Cronan-Hillix, & David-
son, 1986; Reskin, 1979). As new profession-
als mature, the profession expands to support
the members, the members expand to support
the associations, and the associations expand
to support the profession.

In Retrospect
My protege and I have corresponded via

e-mail for several months now. I've become
her sounding board. I have grown to respect
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her thought processes, as she has grown to
respect my professional experience. I've
guided her to write program descriptions that
address the need for assessing patients for
groups, patient-to-staff ratio for therapeutic
value, and discipline-specific justification for
treatment programs. I've urged the need to
write policies that support patient and staff
safety. I've shared my method for conducting
a desk audit to analyze use of time as justifi-
cation for requesting increased staffing. She
listens, she reflects, she has adopted many of
my suggestions. Recently, she told me that
while there is no current change regarding
increased staffing, her supervisor will be sug-
gesting a .5 FTE increase to the Administra-
tive Committee at their meeting next month.
She says her supervisor is impressed that she
has a mentor and is networking in the field.
She reports plans for attending a regional con-
ference this coming weekend.

We've agreed to continue e-mailing. She
comments "I really appreciate being able to
talk with you for additional support. It is so
great to talk to someone who speaks the same
language. Your guidance is very helpful" (S.
Spencer, personal communication, March 8,
2000). We're both pleased with our progress in
developing a mentoring relationship. As I sup-
port her, she also affirms my mentoring.

I was thinking about her when I was check-
ing my e-mail. There was a new message from
an incoming student intern. She says "Thank
you for giving me this opportunity to intern
with you. I am very excited to learn and work
with you. Can you help me get started in the
field?" (L. Gale, personal communication,

March 21, 2000). And so it grows—mutual
inspiration to explore professional practice.
The mentoring cycle continues.
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